"A Political Prisoner“ is a prize captured in a war within a state

used to appease a condition of political groups struggling to
control either the affairs or economy of a given location.
Now that did not define it too clearly ‘out it was never meant
to have a clear definition outside the classification of a group
of individuals who appear to speak the same languages we do but,
this same language has a definite and more precise meaning. Now, if you take each word as stated in the definition and look up
its .meaning in a law dictionary such as B1ack's, the definition is clear and precise. The prize is the prisoner serving a prison term
used to either make an opposing political group to the one
in power to either come to terms or remove established members. The prisoner himself belonging to none of' the groups but only
used to _show the group in power how well it can flex its muscles.
care to believe this or not between 25 and 30% inmates in Federal Penal Institutions classified 55 and are political prisoners.
This number is in the thousands and represents only a small portion of the individoal state penal institutions who are political
prisoners. This can be used as a rule to measure) before the passage of certain public 1aws,prisons throughout the United States
were only twothirds full. Today, these same penal institutions are operating onethird beyond their
capacity. Remember beyond capacity is more than being; full. That
is an increase oí' 100%.
The United States has political prísonérs, how long this
country has been in the practice of incarcerating political prisoners
is unknown' by the author. Until you have been one and have
defeated whole or in part the conviction that put you in prison
you can only assume' without any facts how a po1’itícal` prisoner is

